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Elisabeth Lazarus, Graduate School of Education, University of Bristol Elisabeth has worked as a language teacher, head of department, Advanced Skills Teacher and teacher educator over the last 25 years. She has been both a university and school-based researcher. She is currently the PGCE Course Director at the Graduate School of Education

PGCE student teachers (or for that matter new university tutors engaged in professional education in HE) often find it difficult to “see” what is going on in their classrooms. They can further experience difficulties in linking theory with observations of experienced teachers and tutors and their own practice.  Assessment in the past has often entailed traditional submissions such as essays, observation tasks, portfolios and analogue video recordings. ESCalate support allowed me to investigate the use of “videopapers” as a novel professional development and assessment tool. Videopapers can be created via free software (http://vpb.concord.org) and stored on disks. Videopapers enable the developing professional to select sequences and “moments” in his or her teaching (video clips), link these to outcomes (slides), a personal analysis (text), underpinned by research (text) – all in one place and in one “environment”, thereby  creating a potentially very powerful digital element of a professional development portfolio.

I was first struck by the potentiality of using videopapers with my PGCE students during a demonstration session by Dr. Federica Olivero. Federica had explored the use of Videopapers as a way of disseminating research to practitioners (Olivero et al., 2004). I discussed how I wanted to research this with Federica and she mentioned that the creators of videopapers at the “Bridging Research and Practice Project” at TERC (part of Tufts University) in Boston were developing mentoring case studies. The ESCalate support allowed me to employ Federica as research assistant and general technical whiz person. Two groups of volunteer Modern
Foreign Language PGCE students (one group in the first term and one group in the last term of their course) attended workshops which introduced them to what videopapers looked like, their affordances, how one read them differently from other forms of text etc. In further workshops we taught the students to edit videoclips and to use Videopapers builder to create their own papers.
The students chose different focal points which interested them such as the use of games in lessons; target language use; active engagement etc. Before videoing of lessons could go ahead permission was sought from head teachers, pupils and parents. Videoing was carried out by a tutor, a class teacher or a fellow student.

What were the benefits for the student teachers?
The opportunity to be participants in a research project and to belong to a particular “community of practice”, gaining and giving support to others. They learnt how to edit video clips and how to use this free software. They saw the potentiality of videopapers for use in schools; showed their
videopapers to other students (and parents!) and received feedback. Students ran seminars for fellow students on the experience of being videoed and creating the papers. They reflected and researched an area of interest in depth.

What did we learn from the experience?
The videopapers allowed the student teachers to select particular video clips and to link these to analysis, reflection and theory on teaching and learning by creating personal case studies.
They felt that the Videopapers allowed them to create a much richer assignment although a great deal of time was spent on selecting the clips. They mentioned that they needed to be more honest about their reflection and writing as the reader or assessor would be gaining glimpse into their classroom as part of the process. They further liked the non-linear form of the papers as the reader can choose at which point they enter the paper and whether they want to watch the clips, look at lesson plans, read the text or view slides or hyperlinks first.

Difficulties? 
The first group of students used videopapers builder 2 and by the time the latter group came to create their papers VPbuilder3 was ready for use. This later version is so much easier to use and allows the writer greater freedom. I was very conscious of the extra time required for understanding the software, learning how to edit the clips and creating the final paper. As incentives we gave students free memory sticks, food and drink! 

Spin offs for us researchers?
Federica and I have shared our experiences with colleagues within our institution and further afield and have found other disciplines, like counselling and medicine are interested in exploring Videopapers further. Colleagues from the University of Bergen, who were visiting Bristol, have taken the concept of videopapers for professional learning and assessment back home with them and are piloting these with their student teachers. One masters’ student used an example of a
videopaper created by one of the PGCE students, together with her own videopaper to research this as a tool for use in Cyprus. 

We are busy writing up our findings and I have presented some of these at the University of Gothenburg in November 2006 at a conference entitled ICT and teacher training in change: Conditions, visions and realities. We have run a workshop and seminar organised by ESCalate in early 2007 and with hold a joint videopapers symposium with colleagues from Boston and Bergen at EARLi in August 2007.

And for the PGCE tutor?
I have had a unique opportunity to trial with students, at different stages of their professional learning, a new method of assessment which combines elements of previous assignments in a novel and easily accessible form. I hope to build on this work with future cohorts of students.
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http://vpb.concord.org – here you can download videopaper builder 3 for free.

Websites of interest
TERC website - www.terc.edu
BR&P Project website – Bridging Research and Policy;
www.gdnet.org/middle.php?primary_link_id=3&secondary_link_id=13

For further information, please contact: Elisabeth.lazarus@bristol.ac.uk


